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The Time Hunter
Honoré Lechasseur and Emily Blandish … Honoré is a black American ex-GI, now
living in London, 1950, working sometimes as a private detective, sometimes as a
‘fixer’, or spiv. Now life has a new purpose for him as he has discovered that he is a
time sensitive. In theory, this attribute, as well as affording him a low-level perception
of the fabric of time itself, gives him the ability to sense the whole timeline of any
person with whom he comes into contact. He just has to learn how to master it.
Emily is a strange young woman whom Honoré has taken under his wing. She is
suffering from amnesia, and so knows little of her own background. She comes from a
time in Earth’s far future, one of a small minority of people known as time
channellers, who have developed the ability to make jumps through time using mental
powers so highly evolved that they could almost be mistaken for magic. They cannot
do this alone, however. In order to achieve a time-jump, a time channeller must
connect with a time sensitive.
When Honoré and Emily connect, the adventures begin.
Dedication
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Prologue 1: Then
Beneath massive wisteria trees, the three samurai secure their blindfolds, and tilt their
heads up to smell the heavy air.
They are dressed in the black garb of stealth, and a tiny crest at their shoulders
bears the stylized dragonfly symbol of their Daimyo. Swinging around to face the
south, they began their cautious, long-striding run towards their target.
In a clearing, the young maiden awaits her noble lover, the young samurai who is
even now slipping away from his wife to honour their clandestine meeting. Her face is
coy and modest beneath the fan she holds, her kimono an exquisite pattern of red and
white yagasuri stripes. She stands upon the narrow wooden bridge, looking over the
railing at the irises below. The waters of the pond are dimpled by the first gentle drops
of rain.
Two of the warriors burst from the forest, running.
The woman swings her head around to watch them approach. She drops her fan.
She hobbles from the bridge, kicking off her wooden sandals as she goes.
Then she drops to all fours, loping away from them at a speed impossibly fast.
Faster than the samurai, or anything on two legs, can match. She has almost reached
the other side of the clearing when she crawls into the trap sprung by the third
samurai. Spiked iron caltrops hidden by the long grass, which snag and rip the flesh of
her hands and feet.
The three samurai are on her, pinning her down with staves and halberds. Her
human face splits apart, cracking open like ice under pressure, and what is beneath
pushes through and howls at the samurai.
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Prologue 2: Now
Before them, the exterior of the Fortuna Love Hotel glowed softly in the smoky
Kabuki-cho night. Its over-decorated façade and pastel-coloured neon made it look
like the most syrupy, sugary confection Shigeru Yamada had ever seen.
He grinned nervously and took his companion’s hand. ‘Shall we?’
The Love Hotels were truly marvellous inventions, he thought again. Scattered
throughout the metropolis, they were not ‘hotels’ in the real sense; the guests were all
Tokyo residents, and it was not essential to stay the night. They were simply rooms
with beds in them. Beds placed conveniently near the bars and the offices, so that the
city’s harassed workforce had another avenue of stress-relief open to it.
Yamada paid at the discreet hospitality slot. A middle-aged female hand flicked
out from the tiny gap at the bottom of the tinted glass window, placing his credit card
receipt in the metal tray. There was a whispered ‘Thank you’ from within.
‘It’s so hot tonight,’ he said, self-consciously, in the elevator. ‘So stifling in these
clothes, isn’t it?’
‘A nice ghost story would cool you down,’ she said, with a sly smile. ‘A true
ghost story. Did you know that a couple committed suicide in this hotel? He strangled
her and then hanged himself with his own belt. In the very room we’re going to.’
His smile ran off his face like melted butter off a knife. ‘You’re not serious... are
you?’
She laughed, and reached out to flick his nose playfully. ‘It worked, didn’t it?’
They had met online.
Yamada had wanted to celebrate his promotion. It was hard to find a girlfriend,
these days; organizing the Nagano prefecture dam concession had them all working
until nine or ten each night, on what they laughingly called ‘voluntary overtime’. The
dating websites seemed the perfect answer; post a message, arrange to meet.
She was as attractive as the emailed video-clip of her had shown. Her cosmetics
were perfect, her face a cool, untroubled image in porcelain. And her dress; the ragged
imitation claw-mark at her shoulder, three slits in the shimmering fabric, tagged it
unmistakably as a Hide and Chic original.
A girl of the times.
They slipped off their shoes in the entrance of the refreshingly cool hotel room. A
plush maroon bed reclined beneath a huge mirror plating the ceiling. The karaoke
machine and Game Station glittered in the corner. The bathroom beckoned from the
right. He asked the girl to ‘make herself comfortable’ while he took the shower first.
He doused himself with soap, shampoo and conditioner, setting the shower controls
from cold to hot and back again, scrubbing away the accumulated smells of the city.
Finally, fresh in his hotel yukata robe, Yamada ventured out of the bathroom.
‘The shower’s great,’ he called, softly, ‘but perhaps you’d like to join me in trying out
the tub?’
There was no reply. The girl was sitting fully dressed on the edge of the bed, her
back to him, her head bent over her lap. It looked, for all the world, as if she’d
suddenly received some distressing news, and was bowing her head in utter sadness.
‘Is everything all right?’ The young man sat next to her, reaching out gently to
hold her shoulders, turning her around to face him. The girl’s head was bowed so low
that her long, glossy hair had fallen over her face, completely hiding it.
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‘What’s wrong? You’re scaring me.’ He reached out to brush the hair away. His
fingers parted her fringe – and suddenly recoiled, when they encountered not the soft
skin of her face, but more hair, more hair going back as far as – as far as –
Before he could react, she grabbed his head and thrust her face into his, in a
rushed, startling mockery of a kiss.
Yamada gasped as his face was shoved into the smothering, shiny curtain of hair.
There was no skin he could feel. There was no face. Just more hair, and, as he tried to
cry out in panic, a great hank of it was forced down his throat, making him choke.
More tresses slid around his neck, like snakes, and started to squeeze.
The young man fell onto the bed and began to flop like a landed fish, the girl
holding him down, their kiss unbroken.
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Prologue 3: In-between
The Thailand sun was just as hot as Mitsuo Noguchi remembered it. Perhaps hotter.
Noguchi wiped his brow yet again with his handkerchief. His young son Akihira,
by contrast, seemed untroubled, his eyes deep and thoughtful as he looked around him,
perhaps affected by the sombre atmosphere of the place in which they stood.
The mid-morning sun hung almost directly above the tall marble cross that stood
in the middle of the cemetery, giving its white surface an almost blinding sheen. The
symbolism was not wasted on Noguchi. As a younger man, he had snapped gold
crosses from the chains that hung around sweating necks, he had fired bullets at the
plaster saints of the missionary huts. With his comrades, he had laughed at the foreign
gods of black-hearted barbarians.
He was not laughing now.
One year, he thought. It had taken the Japanese army one year to build a bridge
that connected Thailand and Burma, where engineers had said it couldn’t be done in
less than five. And they had done it with a workforce of captured soldiers. A
workforce that had existed on a daily ration of rice, with a little salt. A workforce that
had gradually withered away in the heat, like neglected flowers.
It was said that the number of the dead had been equal to the number of wooden
sleepers supporting the railway track.
Many of their cremated remains were buried here; the Kanchanaburi War
Cemetery. Beneath the molten sun, rows upon ordered rows of bronze plaques on low
pedestals stretched into the distance. A garden of names engraved on metal, like
strange growths pushing themselves out of the soil to reach the light.
A slight movement to his left alerted him to the presence of others. He grinned
and bowed formally as he saw who it was. The black Amerikajin and his pale lady
friend, walking from the direction of the whitewashed stucco of the Memorial
Building.
‘Lechasseur-san,’ said Noguchi, in heavily accented English, after he had bowed
to them. ‘Do you have the time?’
The black man smiled, and held up his hands. On his left wrist was the heavy,
round Elgin military watch. They both laughed politely.
‘When I met you in London,’ continued Noguchi, ‘that was the first time to make
a joke in another country’s language. You were very kind to laugh at my poor joke.’
It was the previous night that Noguchi had received the message in his hotel.
Honoré Lechasseur was in Thailand on business, and was requesting a meeting. Life
was indeed strange. Seven years earlier, after the war, it had taken almost a year for
Noguchi to track down the mysterious American, then living in London; now it
seemed that the favour had been returned, and Lechasseur had gone out of way to seek
out Noguchi.
The American hadn’t changed at all. Still the same easy smile, his movements
and gestures graceful in their economy.
Honoré Lechasseur; the only surviving friend of Don Payton, late of the Texas
National Guard’s Second Battalion, with no family or relatives that could be traced.
Don Payton, whom Noguchi had watched being starved and beaten in the POW camp
not so far from where the cemetery now stood.
The Commandant of the camp had ordered that all of the prisoners’ watches be
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brought to him. He had been an avid collector. Swiss, German, American. All of them
had been placed on white cloth in the drawers of the dresser in his office. So much
time on his hands. Time stolen from the prisoners of war in his charge.
After the war, Noguchi had been spared the misery of prison, and had been
returned to a defeated land on an American ship. But it was he who had ended up with
the watches in his possession. And his own way of apologising, he had realised in a
stroke of inspiration, would be to return them to the families of the men he had helped
to kill.
But of Payton’s next of kin there had been not a trace.
The watch stolen from Dan Payton had been an Elgin, with a screw-back military
case. Like Payton himself, extremely reliable. Payton had taken care of the other
prisoners, negotiating with the officers skilfully for more supplies, bribing the Korean
guards with what little they had. He had taken the beatings almost calmly, knowing
that if he lashed out in anger it would be the end of him.
And the ticking of that watch had outlasted the ticking of his heart.
‘It is so good of you to come all this way,’ Noguchi said to the newcomers. ‘After
the years of war, we need decades of kindness to put it right. If men like Payton-san
exist, then there is hope. It was... a day like this... when it happened...’
Noguchi looked towards the north, and the river. Noguchi had been on overseer
duty when that section of the bridge had collapsed. He could still see it in his mind’s
eye, he could smell the newly cut wood, he could feel the springy pine as it gave way
beneath him.
‘I was upside down, with my foot trapped between two wooden struts. I could see
the American’s face through the water. And I remember his eyes; he was looking at me
as if I was some kind of ... rare insect, and he was putting his hands down to scoop it
out of the water.’
Noguchi screwed up his eyes from the sunlight. ‘They pulled his body from the
river three kilometres downstream, two days afterward.’
‘Some things in life will always remain mysteries,’ the black man said gravely.
‘Indeed. What would the rabbit say?’
‘Beg pardon?’
From his jacket breast pocket, Noguchi pulled a slightly discoloured rabbit’s foot
charm.
‘Back in London, you asked me to keep this, Lechasseur-san. You said it brings
good luck. And since I have joined the Temple, I have had luck in great quantities. My
wife... my son. The mercy of Amida Buddha.’
He looked again at his son, and sighed. ‘You know, the Zazen priests in my
country have the tradition of the koan. A question with no answer, that serves to guide
us towards enlightenment. A question such as – if the rabbit could speak, what would
it say?’
‘Wouldn’t it ask for its foot back?’ Lechasseur’s companion Emily said, and
everyone laughed politely.
With a formal bow, Noguchi held out the rabbit’s foot with both hands. ‘I give
this back now and ask you to remember me, Lechasseur-san. I have had more luck
than I deserve in my life.’
Hesitantly, Lechasseur accepted the charm. ‘I appreciate it,’ he said, returning the
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bow. ‘Luck is maybe something we should spread around.’
When he straightened up, Noguchi became aware of the tension in the attitudes of
the two visitors. They were staring in the direction of Akihira, who was standing
quietly to one side, trying to read one of the nameplates as if it was the key to a great
treasure.
‘It’s the son,’ he heard Emily murmur, and turned his head in time to see
Lechasseur nod in reply.
‘Noguchi-san’, Lechasseur said slowly, ‘if you’ll forgive me, what are your
thoughts on... your son’s future?’
Noguchi lifted up his handkerchief gently to dab his forehead. ‘My son... I do not
want my family to be part of any more wars. By that I mean land wars, and economic
wars.’
By the nearest nameplate, Akihira stared away from them across the cemetery, his
little head cocked as if he was listening for something. ‘They have re-opened the
Yasukuni shrine,’ Noguchi said. ‘They are holding ceremonies in the place where the
spirits of our war dead are enshrined. The ministers are taking their young followers
there, and they say they are praying for peace.’
He turned, squinting at the two visitors. ‘But we Japanese are very skilful at
forgetting what we choose to forget. They are redrawing the boundaries, already, and
they are rewriting the textbooks. How can they pray for peace, in a shrine dedicated to
the spirits of war?’
Noguchi bowed his head. ‘I do not want my son to be part of this. I am thinking
of enrolling him in the priesthood. I have some friends in Kyoto; they used to be
classmates of mine.’
Emily nodded at length, giving Noguchi a smile as radiant as the sunlight that
swam around them. ‘Noguchi-san, believe me when I say, you’ve made a very wise
choice.’
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Chapter One: Kyoto.
The lightning strikes; a shower of sparks. In the blink of an eye, you have missed
seeing.
Akihira Noguchi, the aged Custodian of Sanjusan Gendo Temple, passed a hand
over his face and looked down the corridor once more.
Through the shadows cast by the rows of candles, he could see that the two
strangers were still there. Noguchi breathed in deeply, the heady sandalwood of the
incense and the deep, throaty tones of the Heart Sutra chanted by the acolytes calming
him down. He mentally prepared his speech – his English-language version of the
Temple’s history – that he had given to countless foreign visitors to Kyoto.
But there was something different about these two. The ghost of a memory. These
strangers had aroused something in his heart that he could not explain.
As they walked, they studied with great interest the thousand and one statues of
the Goddess Kannon, standing in ordered lines down the length of the long, dark
corridor, each one the size of a grown woman. The gold leaf plating their serene faces
and armoured bodies cast a golden reflection on every object around them, and
transformed the daylight within the temple into a hazy, phosphorescent mist.
Each one had the face of the Goddess; no two faces were alike. Noguchi had
often heard visitors remark, as they looked upon the archaic and intoxicating presence,
that at least one of the faces resembled a relative who had passed on.
To his surprise, the young lady spoke excellent Japanese. ‘Would you be Akihira
Noguchi, the Custodian of the Temple?’
‘That is so,’ he replied. ‘Have we met before?’
‘We were acquainted with your father.’
‘Ah – naruhodo. I see. You must forgive me – my father did not speak so much of
his trips abroad – it was his modest nature, I’m afraid...’
‘Modest, yes, you’re right. But we did mention that we would call in to see you
some day. My name is Emily Blandish, and this is Honoré Lechasseur.’
Noguchi bowed deeply.
‘I have a question,’ the tall black man asked, his smile broad but betrayed by the
intensity in his eyes.
‘Please.’
‘Why do you have a thousand statues of the same God? I mean, Goddess?’
‘Ah.’ Noguchi cleared his throat, lifting both his head and his voice as he
gestured at the golden images around him. ‘They represent the Goddess Kannon, who
can manifest herself in an infinite number of forms, and all at the same time. Each
head has nine faces upon its brow. Each statue has forty arms, each arm with the duty
of saving twenty-five worlds. Each one is the image of Kannon, but no two are exactly
alike.’
Noguchi paused. The foreigner’s head moved, birdlike, as his gaze flicked from
statue to statue. His hand raised itself in an attempt at a gesture, fingers twitching as he
became lost in thought.
‘It’s like …’ he said eventually, ‘… like looking at the same person, but at
different points in time. Each person, manifested a thousand times over, today,
tomorrow, before, after, long ago, far ahead. The same person, but never the same.
Always slightly different. Changing. Being changed.’
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Noguchi smiled in genuine pleasure.
‘Lechasseur-san, you show a great understanding of our culture. At all times, in
all places, we are ourselves, and we think we cannot be anyone else. But the wonder of
it is that we are also the Buddha, and we do not know it.’
Lechasseur opened his mouth, and closed it again, content simply to look around
him.
‘We would appreciate learning a little more about this place,’ Emily said. ‘We...
didn’t get much of a chance to study before travelling.’
Noguchi nodded. ‘Ah. If that is the case... perhaps you would like to see our
garden?’
They stepped out of the temple, into the noonday Kyoto heat. The courtyard held
only a few visitors, looking around them with polite but distracted interest. The
cicadas in the nearby cedar trees chorused in their undulating drone, a sound that the
priest had always found aided him in meditation.
Noguchi led them through a miniature gate, into a courtyard shaded by a giant
wisteria tree, and waved his hand toward their destination.
The rock garden, constructed and maintained according to the Zen school of
Buddhism. The elegantly raked sand glittered in the sunlight. Noonday shadows
pooled around the irregular islands of stone.
The black foreigner stared at it with an unreadable face.
‘You did say this was a garden?’
***
Chihiro Ishii, also known as Temari, the fourteenth Maiko of the House of Kiyotsugu,
composed herself as the silent male assistant began to apply creamy white face-paint
to the bridge of her nose.
As was customary, the make-up would be applied to the whole of her face, throat,
and back of her neck, and then the assistant would assist her in the nightly task of
donning the ceremonial kimono over the thin cotton slip she presently wore.
The Mistress had repeatedly told her that the top bureaucrats from the Ministry of
Transport would attend tonight. It was Yamahoko-Junko, the height of the Gion
Festival, and just about every Government mandarin was in Kyoto to be seen at the
Festival.
She sighed as the assistant bent closer, mumbling apologies as he spread the
make-up around her face, transforming it into a porcelain, doll-like mask. If someone
gets this close to me in the future, she thought again, I don’t want it to be a slave of the
tea house, or some bigwig salaryman stinking of hair dye and malt whisky. It’s going
to be a man who’s with it. One of those surfers she had seen around the city. Or, even
wilder, one of those up-and-coming TV talents.
The assistant finished the make-up at last, and then began to assist her with the
donning of the kimono. It was an awesome creation. The design of tiny flowers and
whirling snowflakes shimmered in the room’s soft light, giving the kimono a depth
that was difficult to pull one’s gaze away from. There at the shoulder was the
trademark of the Hide and Chic brand – three tiny claw-marks slashed through the
kimono’s fabric – exposing her white-painted skin. The spoiler of the kimono’s beauty,
a reminder of the fragility of worldly life; or so the fashion magazines said. A gift to
the house from the Minister of Finance, it had surely cost enough to keep a small
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business afloat for a year.
The Mistress of the House fluttered her way into the room, her face set in the
habitual, hardened expression that she wore out of sight of her clients. ‘Aren’t you
ready yet, Temari? The guests are asking for you.’
‘It’s my fault,’ deferred the assistant, on cue. ‘I cannot apologise enough for my
clumsiness.’
Temari got to her feet. It was true; the new kimono was lighter than the others.
And cooler. In fact, she felt positively refreshed.
Accompanied by the Mistress’s background chivvying, Temari shuffled down the
corridor, the silver ornaments in her hairpiece jangling like wind-chimes. Accepting
the tray of pickled goods from another assistant, she eased open the sliding door and
entered the main guest chamber on her knees, holding the tray before her.
The massed applause of the clients and the twanging notes of the shamisen
awaited her. She set the tray down on a table, bowing deeply. When she raised her
head, she saw they were all grinning at her, eyes sly and lascivious; about fifteen men
in suits almost identical shades of grey, middle-aged and half-drunk. All of them
displayed their customary badges of office; greased-back thinning hair, liver spots
staining wrinkled skin the colour of teak, eyes swimming behind thick spectacles,
cigarette smoke hissing from between crooked teeth.
The honourable ranks of the Permanent Under-Secretaries to the Minister of
Transport.
Cigarette smoke swirled in the room; a room that, through the new kimono, felt
surprisingly cold. The air-conditioning’s turned up high tonight, Temari thought; one
of the clients must have requested it. Or maybe she was catching a fever...
Trying to suppress the sudden tremor in her limbs, she shuffled demurely towards
her clients, the crystal barrettes in her hair chiming like tiny bells.
***
In the entrance lobby to the tea house, Hideki Mochizuka breathed deeply, trying to
remain calm. His job as a journalist for Blue Deluxe magazine had brought him to
some exclusive places, but never to a tea-house in the Gion district of Kyoto before.
At the humble age of twenty-seven, a son from a corporate white-collar family, and a
graduate of a nondescript university, Mochizuka knew how out of his depth he really
was. Gion was the preserve of Japan’s elite; politicians, company presidents,
descendants of illustrious samurai families.
As Mochizuka stood, nervously pretending to admire the artwork of the halfcurtain that hung in the open doorway, he heard the shuffle of someone’s slippers
approaching. He turned, to see the Mistress of the House emerging from the darkened
interior; a lady who obviously wasn’t pretending to conceal her disgust and irritation at
being interrupted.
‘If you wish to see Temari, I am afraid that is not possible. Our customers are
exclusive, and they do not include magazine reporters. Especially those of the gutter
press,’ she said, eyeing him up and down.
‘With the greatest respect, it’s not exactly Temari I’ve come about. It – it’s
something concerning her kimono.’
The Mistress arched an eyebrow that looked like it had been carved. ‘Usually it’s
what’s under her kimono that clients want to know.’
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‘The thing is, the kimono may be – ah – defective.’
‘Defective? It’s a Hide and Chic original! What on earth are you talking about?’
Mochizuka lifted up his head, screwing up his courage, staring the Mistress full
in the eyes. ‘Whoever wears it may be in danger.’
The stunned silence that followed was broken by harsh, discordant sounds from
within the house. Furniture being knocked over. A strangled shriek. The Mistress
twitched her head around, looking as bewildered as if she had suddenly found her
house on fire.
An assistant was in the doorway behind them, his face distraught, flapping his
hands at them ineffectually. ‘It’s the guests – please come, please come quickly – it’s
the guests –’
Mochizuka shouldered roughly past the Mistress and the assistant, and plunged
into the tea house interior. Running past sliding doors and paper walls behind which
panicked shadows moved, he nearly slipped several times as his socks fought for
traction on the highly-polished wood flooring.
He slid to a halt at a darkened corridor up ahead, where one of the assistants was
slumped, looking vacantly downward as if shell-shocked. What looked like steam was
pouring out of the open door behind him.
‘Yuki-Onna,’ the assistant was babbling. ‘Yuki-Onna, the Yuki-Onna – I saw her
–’ The assistant now looked at Mochizuka for the first time, and there were tears in her
eyes. ‘I saw her, and – and she was so beautiful.’
Mochizuka lent into the room, waving aside the mist. It was like stepping into an
icebox. His breath instantly condensed, and he shivered at the sudden drop in
temperature. As his vision cleared, he stared intently into the room, trying to make
sense of what he was looking at.
Before him sat the Permanent Under-Secretaries to the Minister of Transport,
their grey suits now an arctic white, their skin frosted over and rimy, their spectacles
crusted over with milky layers of ice. Icicles hung from their fingers, their sleeves, the
tips of their cigarettes. They were all in the posture of getting to their feet, their faces
shocked, mouths open, a silent tableaux of panic.
Frozen solid.
***
The noise, Lechasseur thought, was even more pervasive than the heat.
It had just turned eight o’clock, and with the early onset of darkness some of the
day’s heat had lessened. But the noise; from loudspeakers strung along the wide Kyoto
avenue, there pumped an endless, apparently tuneless barrage of piping flute and
drums, its mindless rhythm overlapping everything in the Festival. It underpinned the
rumble of the huge floats that moved past, the chanting of the youths who tugged them
along, the periodic police announcements that crackled over megaphones, the constant
babble of the crowd – everything was loud, but the piped music was louder.
Tonight was 17 July 2020; the night of the Yamahoko-Junko, the biggest
spectacle in the Gion Festival. The streets were packed with tourists and Kyoto
residents out in force, looking on from behind police-manned orange crowd barriers,
as the thirty-two Yama floats trundled through the streets before them. The floats were
huge, boat-like affairs; standing on their spear-lined hulls, towering several metres
above the pavement, they were crowded with kimono-wearing dancers and musicians,
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their hands making archaic gestures at their audience. At the prow of each float, a
beefy youth wearing nothing but a loincloth was pounding a complex tattoo on a
barrel-sized taiko drum.
‘A tremendous sight, Honoré. The Gion Festival. Over a thousand years old, you
know.’ Emily was reading from a guidebook, which she was able to translate
effortlessly. ‘In the ninth century, there was a plague epidemic sweeping Japan; the
first festival was staged as a direct appeal to the Gods for help.’
‘If you’re right, their help might be needed again.’
They were standing at an intersection of one of the main shopping streets in
Kyoto, leading towards the river and the Gion area, which gave the Festival its name.
Lechasseur was wearing his usual white shirt, dark trousers and jacket, all covered by
a long, black leather trench coat. Emily, ever the one to try to fit in, was wearing a
smartly-cut powder blue trouser suit and pale pink blouse.
The whole of Kyoto had impressed Lechasseur: it had been laid out on a grid-like
system of streets, reminding him a little of San Francisco, but without the streetcars.
Moreover, from anywhere in the city centre, it was possible to look down one of the
broad avenues and see the haze-shrouded mountains in the distance; an older and more
ethereal presence behind the glass and steel of the city.
It was a city of dreams. Perhaps it was the city of his dreams, the dreams that had
chased him from New Orleans to London.
Or at least one of his dreams.
Among the floats trundled what were obviously antiquities from Japan’s different
historical periods; a fire engine, wooden carts, palanquins, others that Honoré could
not identify. All of them looked as if they were on loan from museums, pulled by men
and women wearing short tunics and bandannas, chanting, ‘Yosh -oi! Yosh-oi! Yoshoi!,’ in time with their movements. Police officers on motorcycles trundled in stately
fashion beside the procession.
Slurping cold noodles from a plastic bowl, Lechasseur continued to stare at the
dancing crowds parading before him, and saw their futures embedded in each and
every one of them.
It was his talent. It was his curse.
As a child, Lechasseur had been visited by dreams and visions. After nearly
getting killed in wartime Belgium, the visions had increased, both in frequency and in
intensity. He now understood that every human being was a nexus point of choices and
maybes, a fusion of yesterdays and tomorrows. To him, people were a constantly
flickering reel of possibilities, ready to unscroll at any moment like the film in a cine
camera.
He could see the future. But only Emily could get him there. And she was still a
mystery to him.
‘I thought most Japanese people were supposed to be short,’ he observed. ‘Some
of those guys over there are taller than me.’
‘That’s what a protein-enriched diet does for you, Honoré.’
‘Last I heard, after they surrendered at the end of the War, they couldn’t even get
enough rice to eat. Had to mix it up with barley like a kind of gruel. Had no taste and
still didn’t fill you up.’
‘I imagine their fixers must have done rather well in a situation like that.’
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‘Reckon they did,’ Lechasseur said, with a slight grin. ‘When they weren’t getting
shot under the railroad tracks.’
Back in London in 1950 – the place and time that he still insisted on calling home
– Lechasseur had leafed through a magazine that featured a series of colour photos
taken in Japan. Just like anyone else, he imagined, he had been impressed by their
exotic beauty; the women in kimonos, the men in their bizarre Kabuki face-paint.
Now, experiencing the abundance of sound, colour and movement around him,
Lechasseur felt a distinct uneasiness creep in.
It was as if the images he was seeing were alive, but still exactly that: images.
Three-dimensional, moving, speaking, and in colour, but images nonetheless. At any
moment, a hand might come and turn the page, just as his own hand had flicked
through the pages of that still-remembered magazine; and this pageant that he now
faced, this procession of half-drunk humanity, would be peeled anyway, and
something else revealed beneath.
But the page remained unturned. The world was still there. Honoré suddenly
realised that he’d been holding his breath.
‘Everything is happening all at once,’ he whispered, hoarsely.
‘Anchor yourself,’ Emily said, lightly. Lechasseur was almost surprised to hear
her reply. He hadn’t thought she could hear him. ‘Stop squinting at it sideways and just
hold on to something. Like these people are doing. They’re holding on to the
calendar.’
‘The calendar?’
‘Yes. The festivals, the holidays. The holy days. People are trying to connect with
something. I felt it back in England, too.’
Lechasseur sniffed. He closed his eyes, and opened them again. He half expected
to see the blank, dingy walls of his room back in London, their familiar emptiness
matching the emptiness he sometimes felt inside. But all was still light, colour,
movement. Bees dancing before the hive, their complex and ritual gestures telling of
tomorrow’s pollen.
Emily had just spoken again, but something in the crowd had distracted
Lechasseur’s attention.
He narrowed his eyes. To his right, behind the next wave of dancers, an odd
commotion could be glimpsed. There was a curious glittering in the air, a nimbus of
white, a cloudlike aura of crystals blossoming into view.
A rift in the parade opened, as some of the dancers stopped what they were doing
and turned round, as if in surprise.
The centre of the cloud of white was a young woman, dressed as an apprentice
geisha. Her kimono was the purest white, and, as she spread out her arms to her side,
the long sleeves almost brushed the ground. Her face was an inverted white teardrop,
eyes and mouth so slight that they were mere flicks of an artist’s brush. Around her, an
aura of frosty white painted the air, as if she was breathing out a cooling sparkle of
tiny white crystals onto the people around her. The crowd cooed in delight.
‘It’s snowing, Honoré.’
‘They do say these Japanese are pretty damn clever.’
A discernable whisper went around the crowd; two words whispered in awe, over
and over again: ‘Yuki-Onna. Yuki-Onna.’
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‘What they’re saying is Snow Maiden,’ stated Emily.
‘That figures.’
The Yuki-Onna smiled at a nearby child, like a stately Ice-Queen. She approached
two policemen, who laughed and smiled back at her, enjoying the show. As she came
closer, they actually held out their hands closer to her, like watchmen standing around
a brazier that radiated chills instead of heat.
As the Yuki-Onna got within touching distance of them, a dishevelled young man
suddenly burst from the crowd. ‘Abu nai. Abu nai! Mina-san, haiyaku nigero!!’
The policemen turned toward him, their smiles fading. As they looked away, the
Yuki-Onna reached out a hand, letting it rest light as a whisper on the arm of the
nearest policeman.
The officer screamed and jumped away. There was a clear, white handprint of
frost etched onto his arm.
Lechasseur turned to Emily and frowned. ‘Would you say that counts as
something out of the ordinary?’
‘Honoré, we’ve got to stop her. Whatever she is. If the crowd panics, someone’s
going to get killed.’
‘Easier said than done.’ Lechasseur glanced behind him. The attendants of the
floats and the Edo-period fire engine had left their posts and were, along with
everyone else, hurrying away from the main road, casting worried glances back at the
ice-woman. ‘Hmmm. I wonder if they’d mind if we borrow that.’
‘Excuse me for saying so, Honoré, but I didn’t notice anything on fire.’
‘Just trust me.’ Beckoning her to follow, Lechasseur trotted over to the abandoned
fire engine. ‘Do you think this thing’s got water in it?’
‘The guidebook said there’s a working demonstration later on.’
‘Perfect. I saw enough of these kinds of things in London. Got a chance to help
out with one of them once. But I need you to go up there and read those Chinese
characters – would you mind?’
Nodding, Emily grasped the ladder and pulled herself up onto the carriage. To the
back of the engine was an open panel of levers and colour-coded switches, and she
scanned the labels covered with tiny marks and characters..
‘How much does this water tank hold?’ demanded Lechasseur.
‘It says here a thousand gallons.’
‘Should be enough. Can you see the pump controls?’
‘Something called an impeller water pump?’
‘That’s it. Start priming it, will you?’ Lechasseur tugged a length of hard rubber
hose away from its reel on the side of the carriage and coiled it onto the pavement. He
peered at the nozzle on the end; about one inch wide. That would have to do.
The Ice Maiden was moving closer, drifting along the pavement like a bad dream,
her long, delicate fingers making gestures through the blizzard that surrounded her.
‘Okay, Emily, can you tell me what that pump panel’s saying?’
‘It says you’ve got a full tank. Do you want full pressure?’
‘I’d say that’s pretty much what we need. Okay, hit “discharge”.’
There was a moment’s hissing and gurgling as the hose trembled in his grasp like
a living thing. He looked up, and met the gaze of the Yuki-Onna, perhaps ten feet
away from him. Those exquisite eyes, he noticed, were as white as the girl’s kimono.
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‘Now!’
The water burst from the nozzle as a solid, rock-hard stream, and hit the girl
square in the chest. She rocked backwards, and the water was instantly transformed
into a fantastically shaped sunburst of ice, glittering rivulets and crowns, a sculpture
putting itself together in the chaos of an instant. The ice materialised into a veil over
the girl’s face and torso, encasing her beauty in a thick, glassy mask.
Lechasseur told Emily to switch off. The water slowed to a trickle, and finally a
gentle dripping. In front of the fire engine, there stood a grotesquely-shaped block of
ice, about seven feet tall and four feet around. At its heart, the Yuki-Onna gazed
through the frozen sheets of crystal, a fly stuck in amber.
She was still smiling.
A figure broke away from the crowd of dazed onlookers and ran up to them;
Lechasseur recognised the young man who had warned the crowd of the danger.
‘Sumimasen,’ the man gasped breathlessly, and then, in English, ‘I – have question. I
am journalist. Can I talk to you?’
Lechasseur could say nothing.
He had awoken from a frozen nightmare into a sweltering summer dream.
He saw the young Japanese man in front of him ducking down in panic as bloated
red paper lanterns exploded above his head. Sheets of flames danced silently in front
of Lechasseur’s eyes. He saw the same young man on a beach at midnight, sitting with
his college friends with their backs to a reeking, abandoned boat, swigging Super-dry
beer as they consoled each other over the girlfriends they had lost.
He saw the same man, standing in the middle of an empty city street, looking up
in horror at a sky writhing with dark, clotted shadows. Kannon, he thought. Kannon.
That was the name of the Goddess. A procession of statues stretching backwards and
forwards, each one frozen in time. All of them the same. All of them different.
‘Hello?’ The young man was staring at them, flustered, uneasy, waiting for them
to reply. ‘Ano... if you have no comment...’
‘On the contrary,’ Lechasseur said, snapping back into the moment. ‘You’re just
the person we’d like to speak to.’
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Chapter Two: Tokyo
They left for Tokyo early on the Friday morning.
Honoré and Emily had tacitly agreed that staying in Kyoto to help the local police
with their enquiries would only add to the confusion. It had transpired that some of
Japan’s finest bureaucrats had been flash-frozen before dinner; but considering that the
Yuki-Onna had manifested herself in front of multiple witnesses, they assumed that to
say the police had their hands full would be an understatement.
Their newly acquired friend, Hideki Mochizuka, had acceded to their wishes. He
had invited them back to his hotel, and, after a few phone calls, had informed them
that the police had taken the frozen spirit-woman ‘into detention’ – specifically, placed
her in a police garage to thaw – and, although they were searching for the two
foreigners who had acted so precipitously, really had no idea where to start.
Mochizuka had respected their wish to remain secret. ‘A nod’s as good as a wink
to a blind horse,’ Lechasseur had said, and the young Japanese man had nodded
feverishly, as if he had understood.
Their new guardian had turned out to be a twenty-eight-year-old reporter from a
weekly magazine called Blue Deluxe – ‘One of the nation’s top five,’ he had said
proudly, although from his description it seemed that the magazine was one of the less
reputable, top-shelf kind. Here we go again, Emily had thought. She still remembered
the days when she had first arrived in London, an amnesiac refugee from who knew
where, and the more sensational elements of the press had dubbed her ‘the girl in pink
pyjamas’. She didn’t trust reporters. Honoré had explained that not all of them were
like the ones she had encountered in London, but she was reserving judgment until she
managed to locate a copy of Blue Deluxe.
Emily was intrigued by the young man’s appearance. He wore a suit made of a
smooth, ice-blue material over a silvery shirt and matching tie. His hair looked as if it
had been lacquered, teased up into tiny, stiff spikes all over his scalp. Odd, Emily
thought; but she had noticed the same hairstyle on plenty of the young men bustling
around central Kyoto, and so assumed it must be a current fashion. His features were
equally unsettling; his sharp nose, high cheekbones and large eyes looked more
Burmese that the Japanese of Emily’s imagination.
At Mochizuka’s hotel, they had managed to convince the young reporter that they
were both working on the same story; that the two of them were private investigators
from the UK and USA. That was when he had invited them to Tokyo. Despite their
protests, he had insisted that he use his expense account to put them up at another
hotel.
‘We don’t use it up, we get it cut,’ he had said. Emily quite fancied the trip, and
so hadn’t protested too much.
And so Friday morning saw them at the huge, greenhouse-like structure of Kyoto
station, boarding the bullet train – a long, slender locomotive with a streamlined head.
Lechasseur looked out of the windows for a while after the train pulled out, but
soon the procession of anonymous towns with their uniform, boxlike buildings began
to give him nausea. He returned to the matter in hand; the vision that had brought both
him and Emily first to Thailand, and now to Japan.
‘Summer is usual time for scared stories and hauntings,’ Mochizuka was
explaining, giving an innovative spin to English grammar. ‘This is because of O-Bon
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time. We Japanese have ancestor-spirits come back to hometown in July, August.’ He
put his hands together in an imitation of prayer, and bowed his head. ‘Little bit like
your Halloween.’
‘So summer’s the traditional time for ghost stories in Japan?’
‘Yes, yes. Very scared stories make us cold, and give us – nan, to yuu no – give us
the chicken-skin. But this year most scared ever. This year very scared.’
‘How come?’
Mochizuka twisted in his seat, leaning enthusiastically towards his foreign guests.
‘Blue Deluxe always do good business about ghosts. Strange photographs of OBake in temples and shrines. But this year, so many. This year, everybody seeing
ghosts. Traditional Japanese ghosts, like Okiku-san, Oni-babaa, Nimenonna ¼ they are
everywhere. People seeing them in mirrors and the windows of the shops. In the
streets and in the big buildings too. See them for a second, and then – they gone.
‘And then things began really going to the strange. Murder cases. People have
been dead. One guy dead in room of Love Hotel, choked by woman’s hair. All hair
down his throat and round his neck. Woman asleep in bed, police arrests her, but she
don’t remember anything. One more, shacho-san, president of big construction
company, he walks the dog in park when something fall on him. Like big stone smash
him into the ground like bug. But police can’t find stone.’
Mochizuka stopped, took a deep breath and settled his head back on the whitecushioned headrest. Lechasseur didn’t need to be a detective to deduce that the thin
sheen of sweat on the reporter’s brow was nothing to do with the summer heat.
***
Upon arrival at Tokyo Station, Mochizuka declared he would take them to an uptown
part of the city called Shinjuku, and show them some of Tokyo by car. And so it was
that they looked out at the twenty-first century from the interior of an air-conditioned
taxi.
Emily noticed that the more they saw, the less Honoré spoke. Which was not a
good sign.
At least in Kyoto there had been the comfort of real, natural-looking wood. Now,
even that was gone. The city was a labyrinth of steel, glass and plastic, with nothing of
any size and shape that could remind Emily of 1950s London. The towers were so tall
that she had to tilt her head all the way back to see them properly. Even then, their
summits were lost in the sunbursts of an aching sky.
It was important to see this, she told herself. What had been made could never be
unmade; this world would be waiting for her, in her own personal future. And yet, in
some strange way, she already felt familiar with this type of environment. If only she
could remember more of her life before her arrival in London! But, as she stared
through the taxi window, all she had was an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.
They left the taxi and walked west, to Tokyo City Hall, and the Observation
Room that Mochizuka had promised to take them to. It felt, to Emily, like she was an
ant crossing a garden patio. The towers around her were doing peculiar things to her
sense of scale.
But what made this alien flash and roar even more bizarre was the lack of
consistency; every new display of unknown technology had a layer of the archaic just
beneath the surface. Police officers, with futuristic weapons and radio receivers
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